
The Declaration of Interdependence 

We are a country founded on a principle of independence. This idea, of being able 

to function as an individual, is generally seen as a positive trait in the Western world. Just 

look at a selection from The Oxford English Dictionary’s definition of independence: 

The condition or quality of being independent; the fact of not depending on 

another (with various shades of meaning: see the adj.); exemption from external 

control or support; freedom from subjection, or from the influence of others; 

individual liberty of thought or action. Rarely in bad sense. (Oxford English 

Dictionary) 

Who doesn’t want to be free? With association to words such as “freedom” and “liberty”, 

it’s clear that this dictionary sees independence as something to strive for. The writers 

even come out and say “rarely in a bad sense”. This is not to say that is the view of each 

and every person in the Western world, but more likely it represents the generally favored 

ideal of society.  

 Whether or not independence is something every American person holds as a 

value, it is certainly something my mother and father tried to teach me from a very young 

age. To my parents, being independent meant that I would be self-sufficient, and 

therefore more successful in the future. This became my definition of the independence 

as well. I remember the first time I had to make my own lunch for school. When I asked 

my mom why she wouldn’t make it for me, she replied “You need to learn to do things 

for yourself, Rachel. No one is going to cut your peanut butter sandwiches for you when 

you grow up”. Though I didn’t quite understand at the time why putting my own 

Lunchables in my backpack was going to make me a better adult, I now appreciate the 



skills my parents have taught me. These little skills, like making my bed and taking out 

the trash instilled a value for self-sufficiency and an appreciation for responsibility that 

would come into play in my future. I now consider myself a pretty self-sufficient person. 

I have been able to get by just fine in college—I make my own gourmet meals and clean 

my room (okay, you caught me…I make Ramen noodles and stuff clothes under my bed, 

but regardless, I am not reliant on my mom).  

 My independence is something I have always prided myself on. So upon my first 

reading of Butler’s work, I immediately got on the defensive.  In Judith Butler’s essay, 

Beside Oneself: On the Limits of Sexual Autonomy, Butler expresses the view that it is 

impossible to be independent, that we are naturally dependent upon others. She states that 

we are “(…) by virtue of being a bodily being, already given over, beyond ourselves, 

implicated in lives that are not our own” (Bartholomae and Petrosky 244).  Is she really 

saying that I am not an individual? When I first read this, I wanted to argue with her, say 

that I am the one in control, that I am not dependent on others. But then I thought about 

it, and how I define myself. I am a daughter, sister, student, friend, athlete, 

philanthropist..... As a daughter and sister, I am part of group of people, whom I call my 

family, and I define my part in this family by how I interact with the ones around me. The 

same goes for how I am as a friend. I am loyal and reliable, but to who? My friends. As 

an athlete, I’m a part of a crew team, of others who I depend on, to pull the weight of the 

boat. The list goes on and on; my definitions of myself are dependent upon my relations 

to others.  

Even though I could appreciate Butler’s thinking, in that my definition of myself 

relies on others, something still didn’t sit right. Dependency still didn’t seem like the 



right word. Who is going to celebrate July 4th, Dependence Day, or sign the Declaration 

of Dependence? I sure wouldn’t—and apparently neither would the writers of the The 

Oxford English Dictionary. They define dependence as “The relation of anything 

subordinate to that from which it holds, or derives support, etc.; the condition of a 

dependent; subjection, subordination ” (Oxford English Dictionary). With words like 

“subordination” and “subjection”, dependency seems to be something that implies a one-

way relationship-with a superior and an inferior. 

 The lack of mutuality is where my problems with the word dependency lie. My 

aforementioned relationships, to my family, my crew team, and my friends, are ones in 

which I depend on them—but they depend on me too. I depend of the other members of 

my boat to pull their hardest during a race, but they also depend on me to give it my all. I 

depend on my family to support me through college, but my parents depend on me to be a 

role model for my brother. My connection to others helps make me the person I am, but 

to simply say I’m dependent on them is to ignore the symbiosis.  Therefore, my difficulty 

with Butler’s argument is not necessarily that we depend on others, but the implication of 

her word choice of dependency.   

I believe a better description of our definitions of ourselves is interdependence. 

Interdependence is defined as “[t]he fact or condition of depending each upon the other; 

mutual dependence” (Oxford English Dictionary). While not every relationship each 

person has to another in each situation is going to be completely mutual, that is to say that 

one might be the superior at times and the inferior at others, interdependency allows us to 

account for this variability. It covers a broader range of connections to others, rather than 

implying a constant one-way relationship.  



So if we are invariably interdependent with others, what does this mean for value 

of independence? Should we all stop trying to do things for ourselves and accept the fact 

that we need others to survive? Not exactly. Completely dependency on others can be 

detrimental for both our own lives, and the lives of others. Look at the case at the Paul 

Mason. Weighing in at a light 980 pounds, Mason was considered the heaviest man in 

2009. The Sun wrote an article about him in which they discussed how he has spent much 

of his recent years in bed. Mason is unable to move from place to place by himself. The 

article states that one time “(…) a forklift truck had to be used to transport Paul from his 

bed to a hospital (Morton).” In order to satisfy his needs, even on the most basic level, 

Mason is dependent on his family and caretakers. Because of this, he is taking away time 

from the other person with whom he is connected to, without contributing anything back. 

As well, Mason is limited in what he can do with his life—he cannot work, travel, or 

participate in many of life’s activities that people tend to enjoy. While Mason’s case 

serves an extreme example, it demonstrates how dependency on others can be incredibly 

detrimental, not only on ourselves, but on the people that surround us.  

 Though extreme dependency has its negative consequences, it is important to 

realize that complete independence is an impossibility. This may sound like a ridiculous 

statement, but think about it—even to satisfy our most basic needs (that is air, water, 

food, and shelter), we cannot be totally self-sufficient. In order to get satisfy our hunger 

and need for energy, we depend on something outside of ourselves—the food, either 

made by someone else or made in the earth. Even plants, which have the ability to make 

their own food through photosynthesis, depend on sunlight and water. Being completely 

separate from others is also extremely difficult on an emotional level. According to 



Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, a sense of belonging is just above our need for safety 

(Cherry). Independence can appear as an ideal that is possible to achieve, but the 

implications of being truly self sufficient make it unrealistic.  

 Independence may be an impossibility, but that does not mean we shouldn’t try to 

be as independent as possible. I believe in the struggle for independence, we can find the 

best possible form of interdependence. As the cliché goes, or maybe it’s just an old 90s 

song, you get what you give. The more you put into your relationships with others, the 

more you can get out of them. Going back to the example of my family, the more I can 

do by myself to help out my family with chores, the more free time my parents have time 

to focus on their work. The more they focus on their work, the more money they can 

bring in for the family. The more money they bring in, the more my family can feel 

financially secure (and maybe I can even convince my mom to buy those $100 jeans I 

really wanted). This cycle of interdependence benefits both me and my parents. The 

easier I make their lives, the easier they can make mine.  As we learn responsibilities and 

depend less on those around us, it allows others to assist us better. Though we can never 

truly reach self-sufficiency, the closer we can get to it, the better interdependence we can 

create.  

 Life is not like a bike—we will never be able to fully be able to take off 

the training wheels and ride free. I can’t even think of a cheesy analogy to use for what 

life really is, but I think that’s because it can’t be simplified to one. We must strive to be 

as self sufficient as possible, however, be must remain connected to others in order to 

survive. Nothing is black and white—no one person can be defined as “dependent” or 

“independent”. We are dependent in some situations, and others are dependent on us in 



others, and most of the time, we depend on each other. We are connected to others. We 

are interdependent.  
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